INTRODUCTION
============

Helical membrane proteins operate at the interface of the different cell compartments. They are involved in various clinical relevant cell-mediated processes such as immune response, signaling or homeostasis. Intra-membrane proteases are crucial for the pathogenesis of severe diseases such as cancer and Alzheimer's disease ([@B1]). Human membrane proteins are therefore relevant drug targets ([@B2]) and consequently at the focus of many structural biologists ([@B3]). Knowing their tertiary structure is not only essential for protein-based virtual screenings of chemical databases ([@B4]), but also to gain detailed insights into the structure--function relationship of these proteins that account for about 30% of all proteins in the different genomes.

Despite recent progress in the crystallization of membrane proteins ([@B3],[@B5],[@B6]) still very few structures are known compared to water soluble proteins. At the moment 1.8% (Feb 2010 <http://pdbtm.enzim.hu/>) of the proteins deposited in the protein data bank (PDB) account for membrane proteins ([@B7],[@B8]). For proteins sharing a sequence identity of at least 30--50% with a structural template, homology modeling is a well established method ([@B9]) to obtain valuable tertiary structure models. In other cases low resolution models are constructed using specialized knowledge based approaches ([@B10; @B11; @B12]). Most of these methods profit from sequence structure relationships derived from statistical analysis of known tertiary structures. However, specialized and easy to use tools to analyze helical membrane protein structures are still sparse. In the following we will shortly review some important structural features of helical membrane proteins together with available tools applicable for their analysis.

Most helix pairs in membrane proteins are not arranged parallel to each other, but cross at different right- or left-handed crossing angles ([@B13]). These packing motifs are relevant for the proteins' functions. The right-handed packing mainly found in channels allows much greater flexibility than the left handed packing overrepresented in membrane-coils, that constitute a class of membrane proteins whose structures are expected to be more rigid ([@B14]). In right handed packing, the side chains point away from the packing interface ([@B15]). In left handed packing motifs, there is an interdigitation of side chains and consequently a preference for anti parallel 'tightly packed' arrangements. Detailed analysis of the sequence structure relationship has shown that right handed helix pairs are mainly arranged from octad repeat patterns of small and medium polar amino acids, while left handed helix pairs are arranged from heptad repeat patterns of bulky and polar residues ([@B16]). For example, the octad repeat GxxxGxxxG and related motifs are well known to promote right-handed helix--helix packings ([@B17]). These findings have been proven valuable for the prediction of structural features such as helix--helix and helix--membrane interactions ([@B16],[@B18]). However, tools to quickly evaluate these packing features are still missing.

The driving forces for tertiary structure folding of helical membrane proteins are still a matter of debate ([@B19]). Various forces like van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding or entropic effects contribute energetically to the stability of helical membrane proteins ([@B20],[@B21]). The hydrophobic effect, namely the gain in entropy when residues are dissolved in water is the likely driving force of the folding of water soluble globular proteins. However, within the lipid bilayer, the hydrophobic effect is nearly absent. Therefore, other forces must energetically compensate for the absence of the hydrophobic effect within the membrane. The application of different mathematical methods to estimate the contribution of van der Waals forces to the stability of helical membrane proteins resulted in a conflict of statements ([@B22],[@B23]). Accordant to the occluded surface method helices of membrane proteins have higher atomic packing densities than water soluble proteins ([@B22]). As a consequence, van der Waals forces would contribute significantly to their stability. Applying the Voronoi Cell method a contrary conclusion was made ([@B23]). For most structural or computational biologists it would be very laborious to reassess the outcome of these analyses, or to easily repeat the analysis for their own data. Therefore, we lately published Voronoia, an online version allowing recalculating, updating and reproducing the results mentioned above ([@B24]).

Hydrogen bonded networks are an invaluable source to elucidate the stability or the dynamics of biological macromolecules ([@B14],[@B25]). The strength of hydrogen bonds depends on the distance, the chemistry, and the relative arrangement of donor and acceptor atoms and the nature of the surrounding milieu, e.g. its dielectric constant ε ([@B26],[@B27]). Within the lipid bilayer ε is low and the strength of interhelical hydrogen bonds is considered to be high, so that in this milieu, even C~α~-H---H-N main chain hydrogen bonds may contribute to the stability of the protein ([@B17]). Nevertheless, the exact value of ε in the protein interior is difficult to estimate. It is influenced by the exact position of the hydrogen donor and acceptor atoms relative to the lipid bilayer and by their accessibility to polar or lipophilic solvents. Only few tools for the calculation of hydrogen bonds as HBPlus ([@B28]) and Hbexplore ([@B27]) are available. But, there is currently no web tool accessible that combines these features with an up-to-date and intuitive user interface.

Generally, the landscape of modeling and structure analysis tools is quite cluttered. There are several free available applications for protein visualization and modeling as the Swiss-PDB viewer ([@B29]) or the extendible molecular viewers PyMOL ([@B30]) and Chimera ([@B31]). These tools also allow some very profound structural analyses i.e. the calculation of electrostatic surfaces or the generation of Ramachandran plots. Other web-based tools, as the Ligand Explorer build with the Molecular Biology Toolkit ([@B32]) provide details for hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions between protein and ligand at different cutoff distances. The TMDET web server classifies membrane proteins and calculates membrane planes by determining their position relative to the position of atomic coordinates ([@B33]). However, at the moment, there is no specific program for a comprehensive analysis of structural features of helical membrane proteins.

Here we present **MP**lot, a framework for membrane protein structure analysis. It is designed based on the Galaxy framework that has originally been implemented for genomic data. This framework was successfully adapted for machine learning based tools for sequence and tiling array data analysis before ([@B34]). Here, we reconstructed it for **MP**lot, a web server that provides a completely integrated environment for the comprehensive analysis of hydrogen bonds, the calculation of helix crossing angles and the calculation of cut-off dependent van der Waals contacts. The results of these analyses are automatically computed from a membrane protein structure in PDB format. Results can either be downloaded as a table, viewed online in the Jmol ([@B35]) based protein viewer or in PyMOL on a local computer running a script. For illustration most results can be depicted by a 2D transmembrane helix interaction graph. It shows a clearly laid out view of the calculated interaction measures while retaining the relative helix positioning in the middle of the membrane.

DESCRIPTION/RESULTS
===================

The framework
-------------

The galaxy framework is a web application for the analysis of genomic data that is heavily developed and used by a thriving community ([@B36]). The advantage of such a framework is that it integrates many different tools, so that they become available through a common user interface, which simplifies their utilization. To adapt it for **MP**lot, we extended it by several tools, data types and visualizations required for our protein structure analyses. Shortly, a data type for PDB files that allows the visualization of protein structures in a Jmol based protein viewer was created, which also includes a graphical interface to select and highlight chains, residues or individual atoms. In this viewer outputs from other tools as the membrane planes, membrane exposed versus buried residues or atoms and hydrogen bonds are also visualized.

A graphical designer assists in creating workflows from individual tools, given that the output format of a tool is a valid input format of another tool. Such a workflow could include i.e. the analysis of interhelical hydrogen bonds between residues lying within the membrane, or those being positioned outside. Importantly, the framework also keeps track of every analysis and dataset produced, so that they can be inspected anytime later. Therefore, the framework enables functions to facilitate collaborative analysis. All datasets and workflows can be shared among users. This way the workflow of an analysis and all its associated datasets can be provided in a completely transparent way to colleagues or as a supplement alongside of a publication ([@B36]).

To use this data management and collaboration functionality a log in is required. For simple access the **MP**lot pipeline is provided separately as a ready to use tool that constitutes the membrane protein analysis without need to create a special workflow. A detailed introduction on the main functions of our membrane protein analysis web server is available at <http://proteinformatics.charite.de/mplot/static/howto.html>. From a developers perspective it is worth noting, that the framework greatly simplifies the process of adding new tools for helical membrane protein analysis and visualization. Of course, all programs part of the **MP**lot pipeline are also available as separate tools. This means that i.e. hydrogen bonds in water soluble proteins can also be calculated and visualized.

The MPlot pipeline
------------------

For simple access of the membrane protein analysis framework the pipeline **MP**lot is provided as a ready to use compact tool. It integrates all presently available tools in the framework that could as well be combined to a workflow by the user. Therefore, the **MP**lot pipeline is an appropriate and fast way to access the full range of the present functionalities given by our web server. Given the appropriate input, the following steps are done automatically ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.The MPlot workflow presented as a chart providing an overview of all tools (yellow boxes), their outputs (green boxes) and interdependencies (arrows). A more detailed description is provided in the running text. (i) With the PDB file as input, MPlot performs the following calculations automatically: (ii) First transmembrane segments, membrane planes and the biological unit are predicted using the TMDET web service ([@B33]) and are pre-processed for further use. (iii) Then atomic contacts between helices, the membrane and other structure elements are specified. If at least two atomic contacts between a helix pair are observed, the crossing angle is calculated. (iv) Next, interhelical hydrogen bonds are extracted from the complete list of potential hydrogen bonds identified by HBexplore ([@B27]). (v) For visualization the location and distances of the transmembrane helices, hydrogen bonds and crossing angles are depicted by a TMH--2D interaction graph. The 3D-structure of the uploaded protein can be visualized in conjunction with the interhelical hydrogen bonds, the membrane exposed residues and the membrane planes by using the Jmol based protein viewer or the script for PyMOL.

### Input

**MP**lot requires a file in PDB format as input, to be uploaded by the user. Alternatively a PDB file can automatically be directly obtained from the PDB data base by using the 'get PDB' tool and by specification of a four-character PDB code ([@B8]).

### Transmembrane helix segments determination

The TMDET server is queried by the 'TMDET' tool to determine the membrane spanning regions and the biological unit ([@B33]). The results file (*.tmdet*) specifies the biological unit that is used for further calculations. It also contains the coordinates of the membrane planes and the structural elements that lie inside and outside of the membrane bilayer. From the latter information the membrane planes are recalculated with 'Membrane planes'. This tool basically places two parallel planes in such a way in the protein structure, that the distance from beginnings and ends of the membrane spanning regions (extracted by 'Parse TMDET') to the planes is minimized. The helical sections lying between these two planes are defined as transmembrane spanning Helices (TMH).

### TMH contacts

Knowing the membrane spanning regions, lipid accessibility and crossing angles between TMHs can be calculated. For the calculation of atomic contacts between structural elements several issues have to be addressed. First, secondary structures have to be assigned. We applied the DSSP algorithm ([@B33]) to assign alpha helices and beta sheets but also atomic contacts to water molecules and other hetero atoms. Second, the atomic contacts between TMHs or with the membrane have to be defined using 'Contacts', a tool that was applied for some analyses before ([@B11],[@B13],[@B32]). The membrane accessible surface (MAS) is determined through a 1.4 Å radius probe rolled along the van der Waals spheres of atoms lying at the protein surface enclosed by the membrane planes. The MAS is then defined by all atoms touched by that probe. Atomic contacts between the van der Waals surfaces of two neighboring structure elements (TMHs, MAS, coils or hetero atoms) are defined dependent on the chosen distance cutoff value. Instead of limiting this measure to a single value, the contacts are calculated and stored for cutoff values ranging from −0.5 to 2.8 Å. This allows the user to specify the distance cutoff values when creating statistics or during visualization (see v). The raw data are stored in the *.sco* file and the *.mbn* file together with the atomic coordinates of the PDB file. The former output file is also available for water soluble globular proteins. The latter additionally includes the 3D coordinates of the membrane planes and information on contacts with the MAS. The raw data are further processed using 'Contacts summary'. The output *.ctab* file contains the frequency of atomic contact types per residue in a tabular format.

For the evaluation of helix--helix crossing angles, only TMH pairs that are connected by at least two residues (interhelical distance \<1.5 Å) are considered. Since transmembrane helices are regularly kinked or curved, the crossing angle is identified using local instead of global helix axes. The local axis is defined by the line that minimizes the distances to the coordinates of the backbone atoms of the TMH segment actually involved in the contact plus one additional turn at both termini. Thus helices are only considered in their entirety for pairs of straight helices with virtually parallel arrangements. For each pair of axes ('a','b'), axis 'a' is projected along the vector representing the shortest distance between the lines 'a' and 'b' onto axis 'b' yielding a new line 'ap'. The crossing angle is then defined as the angle between the intersecting lines 'ap' and 'b'. These calculations are done by 'TMH contacts' written to the file *.helixcontact*, which is further processed by 'TMH summary' to extract the list of helix pairs and their crossing angles. This list is then available in the '*.hcsummary*' dataset and visualized in the TMH--2D interaction graph together with interhelical hydrogen bonds.

### Hydrogen bonds

A set of potential hydrogen bonds is identified with the HBexplore program, which selects all potential hydrogen bonds according to geometrical criteria ([@B27]). The integrated version of HBexplore gives access to all configuration options of the original command line program. Accordingly, the maximum distance and the angle between donor and acceptor atoms can be specified. The calculation of C~α~-H---H-N main chain hydrogen bonds can additionally be integrated into the analysis. Inter helical TMH hydrogen bonds are extracted from the complete list by removing all hydrogen bonds with donor or acceptor atoms outside of the predicted lipid bilayer or within the same TMH.

### Visualization

The TMH--2D interaction graph ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) provides a clearly laid out view of the calculated TMH interaction measures while retaining the relative helix positioning inside the membrane. It provides a cross-section of the membrane protein, where the cutting plane is placed in the center of the membrane. The graphs' nodes represent the membrane helices and directly correspond to their positions in the center of the membrane. The edges between the nodes (helices) are labeled with information about the crossing angles between two TMHs and the number of interhelical hydrogen bonds. All labels can be switched on or off. The graph can also be modified so that only certain protein subunits, chains or TMHs are depicted. Since it is available in SVG format (<http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/About.html>) the graph also provides a useful template for the user to add additional information. Figure 2.Visualization of the **MP**lot analysis' results of the Mechanosensitive Channel of Large Conductance (PDB id 1msl). (**A**) TMH--2D interaction graph. The blue circles represent the membrane helix positions in the middle of the membrane; the green lines hold the crossing angle between two helices; the second number denotes the number of interhelical hydrogen bonds. (**B)** The protein viewer, showing the membrane interface (yellow), the membrane planes (blue) and potential hydrogen bonds (blue, red). Figure 3.Visualization of the **MP**lot analysis' results of Bacteriorhodopsin in purple membrane (PDB id 2brd). The lipids were temporarily removed during the analysis. Instead they were simulated as described in the running text. All potential hydrogen bonds (blue, red) are shown. For more details see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

The TMH--2D graph is constructed as follows: A plane 'mp' in the middle of the membrane is derived from the two membrane planes representing the membranes cytosolic and extracellular border respectively. Next, the intersection points of the plane 'mp' and the axes of the transmembrane helix segments are calculated. This set 's' of intersection points is then transformed into a new 3D cartesian coordinate system where the plane 'mp' is parallel to a plane spanned by two coordinate axes of the new system. The set 's' of intersection points is then orthogonally projected onto the middle plane 'mp'. This projection represents a view perpendicular to the membrane borders and the set of intersection points is now interpreted as the locations of the nodes for the TMH interaction graph.

For 3D visualization two well-known protein viewers can be used: (i) a PyMOL script is supplied to download and visualize the results in the PyMOL molecular viewer ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The script encapsulates all **MP**lot results data in a self contained file that can be executed in PyMOL via the 'run' command. (ii) the Jmol based protein viewer is a web application with an intuitive user interface specifically designed for the **MP**lot data. It allows i.e. selecting inter TMH hydrogen bonds, main chain hydrogen bonds or specifying the cut-off dependent atomic contacts between TMHs and MAS. The viewer facilitates the exploration of the **MP**lot analyses results without any need to install other programs or to download the data. To quickly find and highlight specific residues, a tree-like graphical interface to select and highlight chains, residues or individual atoms known from other visualization tools as the DeepView---Swiss-PdbViewer or the DS Viewer (Accelrys Software, Inc.) is also included. For more advanced users the Jmol scripting interface is exposed through a convenient console. To minimize waiting times the analysis data are only dynamically loaded upon request.

CONCLUSION
==========

The **MP**lot membrane protein analysis framework integrates tools for the analysis and visualization in a web based, easy to use workbench that also provides functionality for sharing data, analyses and workflows. Analyses and associated datasets can be supplied in a completely transparent way to others enhancing reproducibility or updating of results. The analyses of tertiary structure contacts and geometrical features of helical membrane proteins, however is at the present stage, by no means exhaustive. More tools will be integrated to address other issues dealing with membrane protein structures or to simply broaden the analysis by adding alternative tools for existing analyses. The framework in which **MP**lot is integrated facilitates such extensions. By reducing the complexity of installing and maintaining programs, **MP**lot allows us and also other researchers to instantly deal with their tasks at hand and less with the administrative problems around them. Ideas for new tools and requests to integrate existing tools are therefore most welcome.

**MP**lot targets not only computer scientists but all structural biologists dealing with membrane protein structures. Therefore it was constructed as an easy to use and automated tool. However, it is important to note that not all kinds of analyses may work properly without user interference. Some helical membrane proteins such as the Photosystem II contain a large number of hetero atoms that must be included in the calculation of the lipid accessible surface, because otherwise parts of the protein would be misleadingly identified as lipid accessible. While this is possible to do with **MP**lot, it requires user intervention, e.g. a custom workflow must be created with the appropriate configuration option set and the user must make sure the PDB file does not contain lipids bound to the protein surface that could be falsely seen as hetero atoms belonging to the protein complex.

To address such difficulties we plan to create a curated dataset of **MP**lot results for all helical transmembrane proteins that will be carefully checked for the problems described above. While some problems can in time be overcome adding additional tools and new methods, there will always be unforeseen complexities that cannot be overcome in an automatic way, but need a human curator. The tight integration of analysis and visualization in **MP**lot will provide support for this task, by automating repetitive, non-analysis related burdens.

Technical notes
---------------

To use **MP**lot a fairly recent web browser is needed. We have tested the web application to work with Safari 3 & 4, Firefox 3 to 3.6 and Internet Explorer 7 & 8. However, compared to the other browsers, the Internet Explorer has a poor JavaScript performance, which results in a slow user interface, so that we recommend using one of the available alternatives.

The web application uses the Galaxy framework (<http://galaxy.psu.edu/>) for tool and data integration. The protein viewer uses Jmol to provide the molecular visualization and the Jmol JavaScript library is used for communication between the Jmol applet and the rest of the website. The Jmol applet requires a Java JRE that is freely available from <http://java.net>. The user interface makes extensive use of the jQuery JavaScript library (<http://jquery.com/>), which is also used for the Ajax based communication between the website and the server to retrieve the **MP**lot results' data for visualization.
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